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The use of fixed (m, k)-patterns for scheduling of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks has the advan-
tage of a higher predictability compared to other approaches. However, feasibility of task sets
can be influenced negatively through high interferences between jobs classified as mandatory
under the (m, k)-patterns. Rotating the (m, k)-patterns of single tasks by a spin value can im-
prove feasibility of task sets. Due to minor errors and missing information in the original
presentation of this approach, a reproduction of these results is difficult. In this report we pro-
vide the necessary corrections. Our evaluation shows that, after applying these corrections, the
original results can be reproduced.
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1 Background

Certain types of applications do not demand the strict guarantees provided by hard real-time
schedulers. They can tolerate sporadic deadline misses or job cancellations, but still require that
such losses do not accumulate. Such requirements are, among others, formalised in the model
of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks [2]. An (m, k)-firm real-time task is a tuple τi = (Ci, Ti, mi, ki)

with execution time Ci, period Ti and (m, k)-constraint (mi, ki). The (m, k)-constraint specifies
that at least mi out of any ki consecutive jobs must be executed successfully. Jobs τi,j with
j = 0, 1, . . . are released at times jTi and must be finished until their deadline at (j + 1)Ti. An
(m, k)-firm real-time task incurs a dynamic failure, if less than m out of k consecutive jobs keep
their deadline.

A variety of schedulers for (m, k)-firm real-time tasks has been proposed, both for preemp-
tive and non-preemptive scheduling. In this report, we address the preemptive scheduling
based on fixed (m, k)-patterns. Fixed (m, k)-patterns are proposed by Ramanathan [9] for
(m, k)-firm scheduling of control applications. Jobs in this model are scheduled by fixed prior-
ity preemptive (FPP) scheduler. Initially, all tasks are assigned priorities by, e.g. using the rate-
monotonic algorithm [5]. When a new job τi,j is released, the following condition is checked:

j =
⌊⌈

jmi

ki

⌉
· ki

mi

⌋
(1.1)

If eq. (1.1) is fulfiled, τi,j is classified as mandatory and keeps τi’s priority. Else, it is classified
as optional and is assigned the lowest possible priority in the system. Insofar, eq. (1.1) defines
a fixed (m, k)-pattern πi = πi,0, πi,1, ... with πi,j ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki − 1} for the jobs τi,j of
a task τi, where πi,j = 1 stands for mandatory and πi,j = 0 for an optional job. πi is periodic
with period ki. A set of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks is feasible, if all mandatory instances of all
tasks are executed successfully. In the following, this approach is termed MKP. Schedulability
analysis of MKP is based on the fact that t = 0 is a critical instant: At this time, each task
τi in a set of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks releases a mandatory job τi,0. Using the methods of
response-time analysis for FPP scheduling [1], a sufficient schedulability test can be derived
[3].

The critical instant at t = 0 also introduces a high pessimism into schedulability analysis.
Quan and Hu [7] propose to relieve the critical instant by introducing spin or rotation values
for the (m, k)-patterns. For each task τi in a set of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks, an additional
spin parameter si is defined. si is used in the classification of mandatory resp. optional jobs by
adjusting equation 1.1. A job τi,j then is classified as mandatory, if

j + si =

⌊⌈
(j + si)mi

ki

⌉
· ki

mi

⌋
(1.2)

Effectively, eq. (1.2) rotates a (m, k)-pattern πi by si places to the left. In the same paper, Quan
and Hu also show that the problem of finding optimal (m, k)-patterns such that a specific task
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1 Background

set is feasible, is NP-hard. They propose a heuristic algorithm for finding good spin parame-
ters, and also examine the use of a genetic algorithm for the determination of spin parameters.
In this report, we focus on the heuristic algorithm. It takes not only the interference at t = 0 into
account, but actually any interferences that occur in a schedule. Quan and Hu use a slightly
extended task model, where a task τi = {Oi, Ti, Di, Ci, mi, ki} additionally has an initial activa-
tion offset Oi and a explicit deadline Di that may be different from Ti. Involving the offset Oi in
the calculations of the si makes the approach more general, as it can be applied to larger range
of tasks. The explicit deadline Di is not used the relevant calculations and thus has no effect on
the results.

In the following, we use the term MKP-S to refer to the MKP algorithm with applied spin
values derived from the heuristic algorithm. For MKP-S, Quan and Hu report improvements
of up to 87.5 % compared to MKP in terms of feasibility of random task sets. In our work, we
have reimplemented MKP-S. Initially, due to errors and missing information in [7], we were
unable to reproduce the results presented there. The more comprehensive report by the same
authors [8] also cannot shed light on these points.

The aim of this report is to complete the information that is missing in [7] such that the results
presented there can be reproduced. We proceed as follows: In chapter 2 we provide the missing
information. Based on this, we have performed evaluations to compare MKP and MKP-S. The
results are presented in chapter 3. In chapter 4, we conclude this report.
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2 Corrections

In the following, we present the correction that we apply to the original presentation of the
MKP-S heuristic. The whole algorithm is discussed only superficially, we will delve only into
those details where we see need for correction. Please refer to [7] for a precise description of
MKP-S.

As already introduced in chapter 1, we use the numbers 0, 1, . . . for indexing as it simplifies
the presentation in places. Keep this in mind when comparing our descriptions with those in
[7], where numbering of jobs starts with 1.

Some equations given in [7] to calculate execution interferences between tasks contain some
minor errors that are hard to detect. In the following section 2.1, we go through those equations.
Corrections are marked in bold font. The algorithms for the calculation of the total/maximum
execution interference and spin values are missing important information resp. contain minor
errors. Completed/corrected versions are presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Execution Interference of a Single Job

The calculation of spin values is based on the execution interference between tasks. Therefore,
the interference that single jobs τi,j experience from another task τh is regarded, where τh has
higher priority than τi. This situation is depicted in figure 2.1. The release times of jobs are
denoted rh,x for task τh, resp. ri,x for task τi.

τi

ri,j ri,j+1

τh

rh,s

es

rh,s+1

. . .

. . .
rh,t

et

Figure 2.1: Execution interference of τh experienced by τi,j [7]

The total execution interference Fh
i,j (shaded areas in fig. 2.1) that job τi,j experiences from task

τh is calculated as
Fh

i,j = es + lh
i,jCh + et (2.1)

where lh
i,j is the number of mandatory instances of τh between release time and deadline of τi,j.

Start and tail interferences are calculated according to the following equations:

es = πh,s ·max{Ch + rh,s − ri,j, 0} (2.2)

et = πh,t ·min{Ch, ri,j+1 − rh,t} (2.3)
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2 Corrections

2.2 Execution Interference of a Task

The execution interference Fh
i,j (eq. (2.1)) experienced by single jobs τi,j is used to calculate maxi-

mum execution interference F h
i that τi experiences from τh. Quan and Hu present an algorithm

(algorithm 1 in [7]) that performs this calculation. In the original presentation, a term x is in-
troduced but never used neither explained. However, it is crucial to correct operation of the
algorithm.

Algorithm 2.1: Calculation of execution interference F h
i experienced by τi from τh

Input : τi = {Oi, Ti, Di, Ci, mi, ki}, τh = {Oh, Th, Dh, Ch, mh, kh}, πi, πh, h < i
Output: F h

i
1 F h

i = 0;
2 g = gcd(kiTi, khTh);
3 for j = 0 . . . ki − 1 do
4 if πi,j = 1 then
5 x = (Oi + (jTi −Oh)mod g;
6 while x < khTh do
7 Fh

i,j = es + lh
i,jCh + et ; // Calculate Fh

i,j according to eq. (2.1)
8 if F h

i < Fh
i,j then

9 F h
i = Fh

i,j;

10 x = x + g;

The original algorithm is reproduced in algorithm 2.1, assuming that job numbering starts
with 0. The algorithm considers all mandatory instances of τi. The (m, k)-pattern πi has length
i and then is repeated, i.e. if instance τi,j, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki − 1} is mandatory (resp. optional),
than all instances τi,nl , n ∈ N are also mandatory (resp. optional). So, at least for the purpose
of algorithm 2.1, a job τi,j can actually represent a group of jobs. Thus, it suffices to consider
only ki consecutive instances (line 3). From those, only the mandatory instances need to be
regarded (line 4), as failure of optional instances has no effect on feasibility. The loop in lines 6
to 10 regards all possible (groups of) instances of τh that could interfere with τi,j. Thereby,
the variable x represents the activation offset between a reference instance of τh and τi,j. For
initialisation and evolution of x, please refer to [7] (especially lemmas 1 and 2). Without loss of
generality, we assume that the reference instance is τh,0. As x increases up to khTh, all possible
instances of τh are regarded. The meaning of x in this context is illustrated in figure 2.2.

Based on this information, we can now identify the instances of τh that are relevant for the
calculation of the execution interference Fh

i,j in line 7. Keep in mind that the following calcu-
lations actually regard groups of jobs τi,nj, n ∈ N (resp. τh,nl) represented by jobs τi,j (resp.
τh,l). From these groups, some concrete jobs can be found that actually exhibit the interfer-
ences shown in figure 2.2. The start interference es originates from the that instance τh,s that is
activated just before ri,j, but has its deadline after ri,j. Then, s can be calculated as:

s =
⌊

x
Th

⌋
(2.4)
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2 Corrections

τi

ri,j ri,j+1

τh

rh,0

. . .

. . .
rh,s

es

rh,s+1

. . .

. . .
rh,t

et

x

Figure 2.2: Finding instances of τh interfering with τi,j

If rh,s = ri,j, then es = 0, else it is calculated according to eq. (2.2). Similarly, τh,t is the last job of
τh that is released before ri,j+1 = ri,j + Ti, and thus

t =
⌊

x + Ti

Th

⌋
(2.5)

is used in the calculation of et according to eq. (2.3). The special case rh,t = ri,j+1 needs not be
regarded separately. lh

i,j is obtained by examining the (m, k)-pattern πh for all instances τh,l with
l ∈ {s + 1, . . . , t− 1}.

2.3 Calculation of Spin Values

The calculation of actual spin values si (algorithm 2 in [7]) is partially based on lemma 3 in
[7]. However, the lemma assumes that the πi are shifted to the right, but eq. (1.2) actually
introduces a left-shift of the πi. Also, it ignores initial offsets that hitherto were used in the
paper. Therefore, it should be adjusted as follows:

Lemma 1. For τi with the (m, k)-patterns defined through eq. (1.2), the number of mandatory jobs of τi
is the largest in [Oi + (ki − si)Ti, Oi + (ki − si)Ti + t] compared with those within any other interval
of the same length t.

If Oi (with Oi > 0) were ignored, one could eventually construct a t = Ti + ε, ε > 0 for
which the claim would not hold. Regardless of the changes, the proof for this lemma can still
be obtained by applying lemma 4 in [9].

Due to the different shift directions, also algorithm 2 in [7] for the calculations of the si must
be adjusted. In line 17 of this algorithm, an offset O′j is calculated. This calculation should be
changed to:

O′j = Oj + (k j − sj)Tj (2.6)
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3 Review of Results

To review the results concerning MKP-S presented in [7], we perform new simulations. There-
fore, we have integrated the MKP and MKP-S schedulers into the scheduling simulator tms-sim
[4]. For task set generation, we use the same parameters as [7]: Each task set consist of 5 tasks.
Periods are randomly selected from [10, 50], deadlines are assumed to be equal to the periods. ki
is chosen randomly from [2, 10], and mi from [1, ki]. Execution times Ci are generated based on
execution time weights ei that are randomly chosen from [1, 500]. Based on these, executions are
calculated such that the task sets have utilisations UT ± 0.05 with UT ∈ {1.05, 1.15, . . . , 1.75}.
In total, we generate abstract 1,000 task sets. From these, concrete task sets are derived for
each UT. If a task set τ = {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} does not fulfil the necessary schedulability condition
∑n

i=1
miCi
kiTi
≤ 1 [6], it is discarded. Further speed-ups are achieved by checking for schedulability

using the sufficient condition devised by Jia et al. [3]. Our simulations are less extensive than
those presented in the original paper [7], but for most UT they confirm the original results at
least qualitatively.

The results of our simulations are shown in table 3.1. The last column shows the original
results from [7] for the range defined by the UT values ±0.05. For UT ≤ 1.35 we can confirm
the results at least qualitatively, although we achieve lower the improvements. For higher UT,
the number of feasible task sets in our simulations is too low for statistical significance, but also
indicates qualitative improvements.

Table 3.1: Experimental results

UT MKP MKP-S Improvement Improvement [7]

1.05 487 525 8.0 %
15.96 %

1.15 266 287 7.9 %
1.25 143 161 12.6 %

17.32 %
1.35 66 75 13.6 %
1.45 25 34 36.0 %

32.34 %
1.55 8 12 50.0 %
1.65 4 6 50.0 %

87.50 %
1.75 1 1 0
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4 Conclusion

The introduction of spin parameters for fixed (m, k)-patterns can improve the schedulability
for sets of (m, k)-firm real-time tasks. Due to minor errors and missing information in the orig-
inal works [8, 7], the results presented there were not reproducible. In this report we provide
the necessary corrections. We apply these to an implementation of the MKP-S scheduler. Our
simulation results show that the improvements reported in [7] can be reproduced at least qual-
itatively.
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